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Exclusionary rule

Court creates good faith exception
By Joseph Bueltel

Two recent United States
Supreme Court cases, U.S. v.
Leon and "Massachusetts v.
Sheppard have created a narrow good faith exception to the
exclusionary rule in criminal
law. The new cases question the
deterrent effect of the Fourth
Amendment exclusionary rule in
cases where the magistrate
issues an invalid warrant and
the police act in good faith upon
the apparently valid warrant.
Now, evidence found cannot be
excluded when the police act
upon a good faith belief that the
warrant is valid.
Professor C. Paul Jones, The
Minnesota State Public
Defender and Criminal Law professor at William Mitchell, said
that because of the new cases,
"there will be an increase in the
.number of violations of the
Fourth Amendment."
David Larson, the former Executive Director of the Minnesota County Lawyers Association and now in private practice,
said, "the new cases will have
more impact on lawyers than
police. For the defense lawyer,
they don't have the Constitutional objections on the warrant
like before the (!8ses. The Leon
case should not materially
change the practices of the
police, assuming that the judges
use close scrutiny of probable
cause."
Professor Peter Erlinder, who
teaches criminal procedure, said
"the Leon case will encourage
the police to 'magistrate shop'
and that it isolates entirely from
judicial review the decisions of
the magistrates about the validity of the warrant."
U.S. v Leon dealt with a case
involving a confidential informer of unproven reliability
who told the police about two individuals who might have been
selling drugs. Visual
surveillance showed several people visiting the house; one who
had prior drug involvement. A
narcotics investigator with
training and experience
prepared the application for the
search warrant. A Superior
Court judge issued a facially
valid search warrant. Large
quantities of drugs were found
in the areas stated in the search
warrant.
The Court of Appeals rejected
the warrant's legality concluding that there was no factual basis relating to Leon's
criminal activity and the warrant did not establish the informant's reliability. The Court of
Appeals did not recognize the
good faith exception to the exclusionary rule.
The Supreme Court reversed
stating that, "in the Fourth
Amendment context, the exclusionary rule can be modified
somewhat without jeopardizing
its ability to perform its intended functions."
·
The court reasoned that the
good faith exception is a
moderate shift that will not
make substantial changes when
the police act in a reasonable
manner.
The Supreme Court stated,
"Penalizing the officer for the
magistrate's.error, rather than
his own, cannot logically contribute to the deterrence of the
0

Fourth Amendment's
violations."
The court said that judges
would continue to uphold the dictates of the Fourth Amendment
and that "Magistrates are not
adjuncts to the law enforcement
team; as neutral judicial officers, they have no stake in the
outcome of particular criminal
proceedings." The court did not
think that the good faith exception would lead to "magistrate
shopping."
The concurring opinion by
Justice Blackmun stated that
the good faith exception had to
be tested in the real world and if
"the good faith exception to the
exclusionary rule results in a .
material change in police compliance with the Fourth Amendment, we shall have to reconsider what we have undertaken
here."
The Massachusetts v. Sheppard case involved the investigation of a homicide on a
Sunday_. The police could not
find the proper warrant form
because the courthouse was
closed. The police made some
changes on a controlled
substances warrant form. The
form was then taken to a judge
at hi home. The judge aid that
inor ! i £
1:\..
"' antl
he made them bimseli. He
returned the warrant to the
police saying it was valid to
search Sheppard's residence. Incriminating evidence was found
in the search.
The trial judge ruled that even
though the warrant was defective, the evidence could be used
because the police were acting
in a r.easonable good faith that
the warrant was valid. The
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
Court held that the evidence
should have been suppressed.
The United States Supreme
Court reasoned that the police
had taken all of the steps
reasonable necessary to believe
that the warrant was valid. The
police should not disbelieve the
judge when a warrant has been
issued. In this case, the judge
had made the mistake. The
police should not be punished for
the mistakes of the judge
through the suppression of
evidence which the police in
good faith had obtained. In
cases like these, the deterrent
function of preventing police
misconduct cannot be fulfilled.
In a dual dissent to the Leon
and Sheppard cases, Justice
Brennan said," I have witnessed
the Court's gradual but determined strangulation of the
rule," and that "it is clear that
we have not been treated to an
honest assessment of the merits
of the exclusionary rule, but
have instead been drawn into a
curious world where the 'costs'
of excluding illegally obtained
evidence loom in exaggerated
heights and Where the 'benefits'
of such exclusion are made to
disappear with the mere wave of
a hand."
Citing a National Institute of
Justice report on the exclusionary rule, Brennan said, "if
these data are calculated as a
percentage of all arrests that
were declined for prosecution,
they show that only 0.8 per cent
of all arrests were rejected for
prosecution because of illegally
seized evidence ... The available

data again show that the Courts
past assessment of the rule's
costs has generally been
exaggerated."
There are two theories espoused in relation to the exclusionary rule; the due process
model and the crime control
model.
The due process model
postulates that Fies will not
provide a remedy for a Fourth
Amendment violation. for the

police are often said to be judgment-proof. Departmental
discipline will most likely be an
ineffective deterrent. According
to this model, the only way to
stop illegal searches is to take
the profit out of the practice and
exclude illegally obtained
evidence from the trial.
The court should not become
accomplices in police investigations which permit willful
disobedi~nce of the Constitution.

By showing all citizens that
lawless practices will not be
tolerated. there will be a
popular trust in the government.
The exclusionary .role works for
the benefit of all citizens no just
the criminal (assuming his guilt
before trial) from unreasonable
and illegal searches.
The crime control model
postulates that mistakes w,ill be
Continued on page 11
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Police may have to worry less about searches and seizures under the new exclusionary rule.
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Editorial
When eleven precedes nine
You get what you pay for. Caveat emptor. A fool and his money are soon·parted.
All trite sayings. Trite sayings that apply
to those unfortunate individuals who
thought they had purchased Volume Nine
of the William Mitchell Law Review. If
you're a Volume Nine subscriber ynu
haven t got what you paid for .
Subscribers to that edition put out by
supposedly resPQnsible editQrial staff
m~rs, are still waiting for the second
issue to c.om~ out. This issue ju$t isn't late
for the purpose of improving the quality of
the product, it's just late unreasonably
late.
The Volume Nine Board of Editors were
elected to their positions in 1982. Thesecond installation of their volume did not go
to the publishers until the fall of 1984. The
editor-in-chief of that volume has long
since graduated from the college without
eompleting the job he and his .staff were
eleded to complete.
Although the editorial staffs of Volumes
Ten and Eleven h ave a cted with laudatory
professionalism and have provided excellent products on time, fu.e actions or inaeti-0n of their predee~sor should have
taught this college a lesson. E ven the
cream of the crop, the motivated individuals who take up the challenge to
publish this college's representative
scholarly journal, fail.
To avoid this failure in the future, the
college should impose sanctions to enforce
deadlines. Editorial staff members must
be held accountable for their actions or
lack of action.
·
Deadlines :should be pµblished by the
law review ~tor-in-chief, that cannot be
extended ex~ept for emergency situations.
'l'he deadline s}_lo~d carry with it a short

-sJ•
ru

"grace" period that will allow for some of
the minor problems that arise with
publications and deadlines. However, upon
expiration of the deadline and graee
pefiod, the college should act.
Possible sanctions include the
withholding of college transcripts,
diplomas or the withholding of any tuition waivers or credits for law review
work. These sanctions may be harsh, but
the¥ are necessary.

Alttiou gJ) tough s~nctions may deter
some students from: trying to attain the
rank of Law Review Editorial Board
member, it will not deter the students who
are truly dedicated to putting out a quality
product on lline, Those are the students
whQ bel9ng on the Law Review, "not the
students who consider the positions as
merely another "good mark" on their
academic records.

Students deserve a better facility
The William Mitchell library will be the
focus _of discussion w_hen Matthew D<?wns,
the Director of the Library, meets with the
Board of Trustees in early October.
Something needs to be done immediately. Long term planning is essential, but
the students at Mitchell deserve a better
library now. Following is a list of what we
see as the main problem areas. We will
also_1mggest so!lle _short term so!u~io~~-- The library is often overcrowded. This
is due t-o the inadequate facility rather
than_ the number of students actually usmg
the library. A new or expanded liDr.ary ap:.
pears tQ be the only solution.
. - "Ugly" may be a harsh word, but it is
an appr<;>priate description for the library.
The metal bookshelves, the color of the
wall paint and the Qld furniture combine to
mal(e this library the ugliest in the area.
Some may ask if it.is necessary to have a
' 'pretty> library. No, notneeessarily pretty or m ~, just comfortable and conducive to studying~Changes in the
bookshefves new furniture and .n~w paint
would do wonders for t:he present facility.
- More often than not, the library is too
noisy for studying. This probably is due to
the echo chamber construction of the
library rather than noisy students. Again,
a new facility will be the only solution.
Although an immediate help would be
carpeting in the main hallway.

. - The effect of poor lighting on eyesight

!S well docnmented. _Inad~ate lighting is

mexcusable. Immediate action should be
taken to provide each carrel and desk with
proper lighting.
- The poor ventilation usually makes the
library too hot or too cold. Unfortunately,
this problem will be with us until a new
facility is built.

A law school should provide a proper
study atmosphere for its students. William
Mitchell has failed to do this. The amount
of tuition paid by students here would
seem to dictate a different result. The
studen~ attending this school want and
deserve reasonable library facilities now.
Many of the mentioned improvements
could be taken care of in a ~ e r or
,even between semesters.

L_e~ the lo~g range planning for a new
facility eontinue, but action must be taken
for the students using the library now .
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SBA president

Mahoney addresses school iSsues
Opinion Jn.terview
Student Bar Association Presi=
dent J&m .MahmJey Js a third
year stildent atWilliam Mitche1I
Colfege ofLaw. Last year b~ was
also a member of Uie SBA anti
was the director of the SBA Program Committee During thesexual haxtissm.ent controversy last
year qp until the passing of the
new sexual harassment policy of
the Board of Trostees Maboney
had been instrumentalin keeping
the students in/JJrmed about the

issues involved.
Mahoney is also an active
member and supporter of the
Women's Law Caucus and its affiliated organization tb.eSupport
Committee Against Sexual
Harassment (SCASHJ. Mahoney
answeretrseveraJ qzresti.ons posed by The Opiruon regarding his
leadership role in the Si::boo1 and
his policy-milking role as SBA
president.
Q : What is the purpose of the
SBA?
A : The SBA Js essentially an
oversight _-organi7,illion in two

ways. We review tlie responsihilities of the-administration to
the students both on a class level
and .per s on a lly. The SBA
representative for each.organ:ization .is responsible for individual
gripes the :Studentmay have_wilh
the administration. ranging from
academic affairs the student
code of conduct problems with
the faculty. Ha student has a probleni with a class or faculty
member and feels he or she cannot go to the faculty member, he
or she can go to the SBA for the
section.
The second element of the
SBA 's oversight is the resJ>Onsitiility the SBA has toward stnderif organizations in equitably
distributing the funds we get to
vario'D!> groups. We try to ~llSllre
those groups spend ~ e funds
the way they bavesuggested to us
they will spend them.
_
We also assist in organizing
student activities. We try to run
student intramural sports and
fund social and educational
activities.
Q: What do you think the SBA
should accomplish this year?
A: Well I hated to see it but what
I saw- starting to come from the
administration last year was subtle backlash from the sexual
harassment incidents. I would
point to policy regarffing-posters
on the wall as one example.
SCASH had papered the walls
of this school with various announcements regarding meetings
they were having, informing
students as to what was going on

and purposes of the organization.
Right after that we saw this new·
policy where an th~ signs we.r~
torn ~ and it was ~~
that 6!gns cou}donly beplacoo_on
bulletin i:Joa!ds. N(IW I ~ e
that there are certainly innocent "
and w~ !lleaning ~so~ for
thos~ poli~ but ~e ~am.cidence
level was a little high for me.
A second example would be the
access to th.e alumni lists, the
mailing lists. SCASH had asked
for and received the full listing of
alumns, including names and addresses, and right after that it
was announced by the executive
committee (of the Board of
Trustees) ~t there woJJf~ _be a
new policy fortheo.nung.
Originally ~ poliey was that
persons r~esting the list woµld
go te th€ clean of s tudents and
eventually the policy worked out
where you have~ r egue$.t_the list
from the executi e colilllllttee of
the ~ oard of T rus t ees . I
recognize there are good reaspns
for that policy too, but the timing
again was susped. , . . . . .
~. one of the SBA,s pponties1:5 Photo by Joanne Schuler
trying to prevent b acklash, if
any.
. A sec~nd priority would. be try- SBA President John Mahoney
mg t~ improve the quality ~nd what happened or what would
quantity of the student orgaruza- happen t<J remedy or not remedy
bons. Last year the :1Dt~llectual the .situation. Our purpose had
Property ~w orgaillZ:1tion was been to be a support group for inadded. This year there s a scuba dividuals complaining of l abor
club. The Minnesota Justice grievances and w.ho had not been
Foundation has become active listened to. We are not saying
this year. All of these new that thesewomen hadbeeriharmorganizations are going to need ed and needoo a remedy- and
funding, help in getting started what that remedy should }le. Our
and organize<!. . ·
puIJ>O&e was to say 'hey, these
Another pnmitJ would be to women have a complaint. Listen
have more efforts to do more for to them and take action.'
the students. There's a group
So to say that I have a conflict
health plan fe.r the students that of in!e;;est because} was a wrt of
nobody knows about. I'm teying a group seeking to support into work out some way ~ l~ dividual students and staff in
students know that sel'Vlce is their efforts fO gain. redress from
available.
the administration is a little
Q: You're an active member of drastic.
SCASH, or at least you wer~ last
year. Do you see any conflict of
interest arising between you beWhen it comes to issues regaring the figurehead representative ding sexual harassment this
of all the students and still being year, such as the appointment of
actively involved in a more two students to the sexual harass-special interest group like megt committee, l will be acting
SCASH?
as only one person who is part of
A. I've thought about that a lot. I the governing body of the SBA.
had mad.e it 7?Y I_>Olicy_early in
I think that no one would argue
my relatioos_hip with this college that the (sexual haras~ t )
not to be a m~mber of any issue should have Ileen ignored. T
organization. I chose that way think ~t evayone would ~ e
whe~ I came. here to avoid any that it should not have been so
conflicts of mterest because I ,publicly and 1ully aired. I realize
realize<J: we (the SBA). would be that alot of the~ns_ib:ilityfor .
responsible for funding these publi~ airing is SCASH's r~PQD:org<}Iri2;3tions.
sibility · but, -my own feelfug .is
I will reite~ate that ~CAS~ ~as that the efforts of the powers that
not a party mvolved m deciding be to cgver up this whole thing

.

takes time out_!n the Used Book Exchange.
complete(f Jhe ~ tn bring tba:t SBA. However fµial policy direcissue up publicly.
tions are set by the m;nn board.
Finally, although tberemayoe
My other main.fuqction is that
some conflict, fhe aecisions I of administrator. I take care of
make as SBA president won't on- putting the policies that the board
Iy be on the sexual harassment enunciates into action, appoinissue. There are also others on ting representatives to -various
the board who have views dif- committees, and making sure
ferent than .mme and act based that the day-t~y busine$S of
upon their own judgment when the SBA goes forward.
they vote on an issue·.
Q: Do y011 foresee any major
budget problems for tlie. SBA?
A: There-are two problems-. One
Q: As SBA president.. you don't.
is the timing of the budget. Our
see any conflict Uiat would c,ause goverumg arti~es lay out when
you to favor any organization the budgeting 'JIM)Cess has to be
over another?
begun ~ - in the fall of
A:..Sure. I ~ rwould have a !lie school year. I prefer tohaveit
tendency to 6e more supportive a t the end of the year so we have
or the efforts of the Women's Law a budget going when scbool_:starts
Caucus to get funding and get the and _s o fhe org.ani2'.ations know
attention of other organizations. I how much they are going to
have a personal bias ~ .favor ot spend.
the caucus. However, our board.
Problem two is once we start
has its own checks and balances. the budget Jll'OCeSS, it has to go
I alone do not make decisions. I slowly to keep pace with the inam the s~est advocate of the
coming money from student tuiWomen's Law Caucus but-we rum payments. We ean't ~ a
have other board m e ~ who budge t until the firs t year
have their own organizations students arecelected to the ~ .
which they, I assmne, will either. Wedon't.k:now ow.much
recognize they are mOl'e inclined
money we'll be getting for the
to favqr. fortunatejy, the budget year irom GiaCoino's qr the venis worked up liy the lull.board and
ffing machines. The whol~ system
not individual members.
is basea on tliis waiting and I
Q: Wh.a t is your role as SBA
don't see much change in the
president?
future.
A: I have two main concerns.
Ohe is policy. I have a leadership Continued on page n
role in setting up the policy of the

-

Law reviews often face deadline problems
By Kathleen Heaney
The William Mitchell Law
Review has met their first
deadline and has sent the first
issue of Volume Eleven to the ·
printer'- on time. Having a law
review issue sent to the
publisher on time seems to be
an exception to the normal
practice.
The first issue of Volume
Eleven should be out in October.
This is one month ahead of last
year's publication schedule and
one month ahead of the publication schedule of the University
of Minnesota's law review which
was held back at the Dean's
request.
Publication of a law review
can run behind due to a number
of factors. Professor Michael
Steenson, who has been the
supervisor of the William Mitchell Law Review since its initiation, said that a lot of law
reviews come out late.

"Law Reviews are run by stu
dent editors who are at the mercy of other individuals.
Sometimes things jest don't turn
out," Steenson said.
0

Most law reviews come out
late. Volume Nine of the William
Mitchell Law Review is a blatant example of this fact.
The Volume Nine Board of
Editors were elected for the
1982-1983 school year. These-.
cond issue of that volume went
to the publishers this fall. It is
not unusual for two boards of
editors to be working
simultaneously on two different
volumes. Steenson said that
even with Volume Seven and
Eight there was substantial
overlap.
"At the outset, the level of
work is so high (qualitatively)
that the succeeding board of
editors want to adhere to that
quality and there is a reliance in
the community on the work in
the law review that leads to
substantial pressure (on the

board and staff,)" Steenson
said.
Mike Docherty; the present
Editor-in-Chief of Volume
Eleven, said that there is a tension between the goal of getting
a publication out on time and
the concern for quality. Docherty said that emphasis is put on
"perfection in substance and
technical aspects," that
"timeliness and quality will not
be oomprorni$ed," and that he
would be "willing to hold back
(an issue from publication) if
the quality can be improved."

- Docherty said ~olding back
publication of an issue can be
subject to the law of diminishing
returns. '"You can onfy bola an
issue so long then thing$ dotit
~ prove that tiu1eh.'' Docherty
said.
Editors of the William Mitchell Law Review are not subject to any formal sanctions if
they do not complete their work
on the law review, nor are the
editors under either an oral or
written contract to complete

their work. This is also true at
the.University of Minnesota Law
Review. Both the William Mitchell and the University of Minnesota Law Review Boards are
subject to internal controls.
Steenson said that formal
obligations to p~ ure people
info finishing their WQrkon the
law review are unnecessary.
People who work on the law
review at William Mitchell
generally stay in the area and
they "value their reputation and
commitment" so they finish
their job Steenson said.
"Formal contractual arrangements are not conducive to
the process that they (law
review's staff and editors) have
to work in. I would like to see
people participate in the extracurricular-activities because
they'want to, not because someone tells them what to do,"
Steenson said.
Docherty said that "pride in
work and puQ1ication" and professionafism are the things that

motivate the people and that is
the reason why these people are
chosen to be editors.
"That should be enough,"
Docherty said. "If they are committed to do the job, then there
shouldn't be the threat of sanetions. You shouldn't need that
kind of thing to motivate
people."
That same sentiment was
echoed by Julie Bergemet.
President of the Minnesota Law
Review. She said that sanctions
"might_ deter people from doing
things." She said that she would
have been hesitant to take her
position if legal sanctions were
instituted against he.r for not
fulfilling her job.
Steenson said that "a person's
sense of ethics and obligations
are enough. As a general proposition, editors are responsible
and hard-working. That accounts for the layover ( of two
staffs working simultaneously)
and these people continue and
honor their obligations."

Page
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Detenure poses 'unigue' situation

'Tenure
By Patrick O'Donnell

"The right to hold or possess
something:"
That is Webster's definition of
tenure. But to academicians,
such as the professors at
William Mitchell, tenure's connotation usually extends far
beyond the simple parameters
of Webster's definition. For
most scholars tenure is a goal
worth pursuing, and William
Mitchell has its policy and process for attaining it.
Formal tenuring of faculty is
relatively new at Mitchell,, ha~
ing been recQr6ed ~licy for less
th.an rn years. It is msu one of
the residual topics in connection
with last year's sexual harassment controversy. The questions
. posed involved detenureproGedures, said Profe5.e50r David
Prince, chairman, Faculty
Tenure Committee.
Roughly 11 months ago, about
50 students and faculty
members banded together as the
Support Group Against Sexual
Harassment and formally urged
the college's board of trustees to

•

IS

goal worth pursu~ng'

suspend then Dean Geoffrey
Peters, in light of harassment
allegations against him.
Peters resigned two weeks
later, but remained tenured at
$75,000 annually, for another
four months. Ultimately he was
not detenured in accordance
with the school's prescribed
policy, newspaper accounts
reported.
.
Instead, the school purchased
Peter's contract balance for
$26,200, paid his $4,800 attorney
fees and $3,000 employment
counseling bill, gave him his
earned pension money, bou~ht
his home on Summit Avenue and
agreed to defend him in any
separate law suits that might
arise out of the harassment
allegations.
_
The dentenure question first
arose when Peters resigned,
Prince said, but procedural
uncertainties stifled instigation
of any formal detenure action.
Usually the dean initiates any
action toward detenure, Price
said.
"Frankly, I think that is a unique situation which should be

ex~mined in the near future,''
Prmce noted.
"The worst time to make that
kind of decision is when you're
faced with the problem," Prince
said. "The best time is when you
can look at the problem in a
vacuum.''
Current policy guarantees
tenured faculty uninterupted
~ ployment miless acause for
termination aris~ Qr ~ fide
financial exigenc_y forces the
college to cut back in faculty,
according to the Tenure Policy
and Procedures document.
This cause or financial exigency is presumably determined
and delivered t_hrough the
Dean's office, Prince said.
Hence, the confusion over ins
itiating deteriure proceedings in
Peter's case last year.
After a cause is determined;
written notice of the proposed
termination, containing a clear
statement of reasons for the action, is delivered to the faculty
member. The faculty member
-then has a reasonable time in
which to reply or request a hearing, the policy states.

If a hearing is .requested, the
committee hearing the case will
be half tenured faculty members
and h11lf board of trustee committee members. Hearing pr ocedures are similar to courtroom proceedings, except they
are confidential.
.
The detenuring policy clearly
states that the burden of
establishing a cause for
dismissal is on the
administration.
"Cause" generally falls under
the categories used to review
faculty members, Prince said.
Broadly defined these
ca.tegories are teaching ability,
professional growth and
development, public service,
and "other responsibilities,"
which are general prQfessional
conduct and participatiGn in law
school governance and policy
development.
This tenure policy is part of
the college's code and is an open
document students have the
right to examine in its entirety,
should they desire to do so.

Issue update

Library, food, bookstore, and SBA news
The library hours are from
Bookstore, or, the New
libraries. The library's old
9-12 m.idnigµt and the reference Bookstore.
system was apparently a
desk hours are 9-11 p.m.
William Mit~ell invention.
T.be New Bookstore, managed
Gia Como's
The library has added word
Library
by Bruc-e .Mills, -pr ovides· many
Mitchell
students
will
not
be
processors. Scott Simpson will
more serviees than the old
There are several changes
without their nutrition during
provide the training f<i.r any
"new"
bookstore. First and
within the library worth noting. -student.swho wis'o tolearn how
the coming year. William Mitforemost, the bookstore will now
The student staff has been
chell and Gia Como Deli owner
to use the machines. The trainbuy back used books. The price
reduced and two permanent
Jim Risiarini signed a new coning is free and takes about an
you
will rec~ive will de~d
staff members have been hired.
tract
which
set
out
the
terms
for
hour. There is a one dollar
upon
the eonrution of the hook
The permanent staff were hired charge per half hour when you
the sale of "foodstuffs" in the
and how long it has been in cirto provide the library users with use the word processor&..
lounge area.
·
culation. The buy back rate is
knowledgeable r esource. personMitchell will receive 5 percent generally between 15 and 35 perLibrary Director Downs said
nel. There are also 20 part-time
of
the
gross
receipts
each
the future may hold much more
cent of the list price.
William Mitchell students staffautomation for William Mitchell month. Gia Como agreed to proing the library. The library is
vide
the
following
services:
a
The new bookstore offers Sum
students. He said that in the
currently looking to fill the
salad bar between the hours of
& Substance cassettes; the price
future
the
library
may
have
as
reference librarians position,
12 noon and 2 p.m. and 5 p.m. to
ranging between $10.95 and
many as 100 terminals.
which was vacated recently by
9 p.ni.; one hot entree at lunch
$45.95. The cassettes are recordEverything,
including
the
card
David Batista. The Head of
time and two hot entree seleced lectures by professors who
catalog, will be computerized,
Technical Services is now
tions in the evening. These
~
e in that area of law. In
he
said.
Phyllis Marion, while Matthew
terms may be renegotiated at
addition, videos will soon be
Downs
will
meet
with
the
Downs remains the Director of
the end of September, 1984.
available. Prices have not yet
the Library and Associate Dean. Board of Trustees on Oct. 2 to
been determined for the videos.
-discuss the physical cpndition of New Bookstore
1'he managem:enf is considetjhg
A gradual change which may
Most s tudents at'Mitchel.1 ar~
the library.
of the quesrenting the cassettes and videos
go unnoticed will be the switch
familiar with R.J. Finley:Enter- if th~ demand is .sufficient.
from the library's old classifica- tions to be discussed are
whether the liQrary's physical
~ yet would not reco~
tion system to the Library of
The new bookstore is setting
the-name. R.J. Finley is the cor Congress' classification method. _p,ant should be ebanged, and
aside a section for the practicing
poration
which
owns
America'
s
b
ow
and
when
the
change
should
This new method is considered
alt!Jl"Iley . Tiie ~ management.
occnr.
Legal and frofessional
the standard classification for
w.ill also set up, 3Q day accounts
for a ttQmeys-. ()ther ~ sections of tfie bookstore deal with
' --,--- - police enforcement, paralegals
and .many other law-i:elated
areas. Tfie boo'kstm:e will .-fil)eci.al
order books i.£ they are no in
stock.

By Frank Briscoe

Some

C

Their hours -are-10 a.m. to 8:30
p.m_ on Mondays-and-Tuesc:lays,
tO a..m. to 6:30 p.;nL gn Wednesday through Frtda and 10 a ,m .
to 2.. p.m. OD Saturday.
SBA

The SBA board consists of 13
elected repre$enta:tives and the
Editor of the Opinion. The 4th
year students are represented
by Tim Hardy. Third year
representatives are: Mark
Bliven, Jorun Groe, Todd
Paulson, Steve Soltau, John
-Mahoney (President), Nancy
Wiltgen Reibert (VicePresident) and Julie Wrase
(Secretary). Second year
representatives are Tom Kauf,
Vicki Oace, Jan Plummer, Clark
Griffith and Mary Holmlund
(Treasurer). Steve Patrow is the
representative from the Opinion.
Photo by Steve Patrow
The meeting times are posted
on the SBA board and they are
generally open to all students.
Library improvement plans are being studied; however, no ch~nges are expected within the
near future.

Tenu·re
Policy
By Patrick O'Donnell
Unlike d_et-enur~ tenurmg of
Mitchell faculty offers more opportunity for student impact on
administrative decisimis.
_SJudents have direct impact
through Student Bar A-ssocial:ion
appointments to tenure evaluation subcommittees, and indirect
impact through class-evaluatioh
forms and comments and opinions lod~ with subcommittee
members.
Students' direct involvement
in tenure decisions began about
five years agq when they were
fust permitted to serv-e on
Faculty Tenure Committee
evaluation subcommitt-ees, said
Profess.or David Prince, chair' man of the Faculty Tenure
Committee .
"Student members of the sub! cgmmittees have always been
Ire~ cons_ctentious, 'I Prince sa:i:d.
The original decision to include students in the committees
raised .somefacµlty trepidation
when fmst suggested, Prince
said, but conscientious student
performance on the subcommittees has since eased most
uneasiness, he added.
"I think student participation
on the committee has been good
in general," Prince commented,
"and I think that reflects most
of the faculty's opinion."
"There isn't any reason why_
students should be treated any
differently on that (tenure) committee than on any other.'.'
The tenuring ~ s normally
-spans five-years, Prince said. At
the five year mark, tenure must ,
either be granted, denied or
postponed, according to college
policy language.

~ant.s working toward
ten~ are revie.wed annually by
the Faculty Tenure Committee.
Each non-tenured faculty
member is assigned a tenure
committee subcommittee which
evaluates him or her and
prepares a report.
It is on these subcommittees - the level· at which most of the
evaluative work is done - that
students serve beside faculty
members, Prince said.
The subcommittees thell
report to the full tenure committee, which in turn r eports to the
dean. Reports on non-tenured
, faculty members consider
teaching ability, professional
· growth and deve1epment, public
service, and other responsibilities, namely professional
conduct and school policymaking and government
participation.
The faculty member being
reviewed also has the opportunity for input and receives a copy
of the subcommittee report. As
prescribed by policy, all facµlty_
reviews are confidential.
Tenured professors, too, are
reviewed on a regular basis,
although not annually. Parts time, temporary, or visiting
faculty are also subject to
review by the college, policy _
states.
This is-an especially opportune time to impact on tenure
reviews, Prince said, because
the reviews are just getting
unde_rway. Lists of subcommittee members whom students
may contact are available through the Faculty Tenure
Committee.
In addition, if a student is having particular problems with a
professor being reviewed, but
the s!ndent is uncomfortable approaching student or faculty
members reviewing that professor's performance, comments
may be made directly to Prince,
he said. Moreover, if extreme
problems a rise concerning a
professor not currently und,er
review, again students may contact Prince, he said. In sensitive
cases, Prince can grant confidentiality to a point, he said.
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California. Bookstore, Minnesota manager
By Steve Patrow
Selling la'Y books is pretty
much like selling records. Bruce
Mills, manager of the new
bookstore at William Mitchell,
has shifted his business skills
from .pro.viding an entertainment product to customers, in
the form of selling the latest
recordings on vinyl, to providing
the usually hated, nonentertaining but necessary law books to
Mitchell students.
"There really isn't much difference between the two
s_yst~:· !Wills said. "My ex~rience had been in the r ec0rd
bl!Siness before coming to this
job. The only real difference
here is that I don't have to
travel 360 out of 365 days a year,
and the customers for the books
tend to grumble a little more. I
don't think they're grumbling
about the product's price or
quality as much as they're really grumbling about going back
to school."
Mills, 30, is originally from St.
Paul. He was graduated from
Highland Park High School and
expects to get his college degree
in English Literature from the
University of Minnesota as soon
as he completes a "few more
classes."
Mills worked as a record
distributor for several years until he decided the job was great
"if you didn't want any free
time or a social life," he said.
He said he saw an advertisement for a position as store
manager for R.J. Finley Enterprises, the company that now
has a three year contract with
the college for the new
bookstore.
"I got the job because they
wanted someone from this
area," Mills said. "The com' pany's :i;nain o~fice is in Canoga
l'ark, California·and this is the
first bookstore they have
established outside of California.
They run the boolclto:res at the
universities at Cal~Davis and
Sacramento, as well as others. I
guess when they decided to
move into this state, they
wanted a local person familiar
with the area and people to run
the store."
The store is quite a bit different from the previous new
bookstore on campus. The store
itself is less cramped than its
pr~cessor and it offers a
broad~r selection of secondary
reading materials. It also caters
to other groups than just the ·
students at Mitchell.

Photo by Steve Patrow

Bruce Mills checks bookstore inventory. The store will offer services to law students as well as lawyers and
other professionals.
"We have one section devoted
entirely to Qracticing attern~." Mills said. "Right now
~ bout one-fifth of the -store is
devoted to lawyers, but that will
expa.nd to about Qne--folll'.tll in
the future.
"A,ctually, the name of the
store is '.Le_gal-Pnifessional
Boobt:ore of America' and it
_provides learningaids to-various
professrons including ~ceQUil.tants, law enfQ.i;cem ent peoRle,
medicine and also legal
secretaries. We hope to add a
few fun things in the .hllure too,
such as T-shirts, notebooks with
school logos, and other things
beside the regular books."
Some student reactions to the
new bookstore include criticisms
that it's just a glorified "old"
new bookstore. Several students
said the prices were not any
lower and were probably higher,
while one other student said the
required books she needed for

some classes were still not in
the new store's inventory.
John ~ honey, president of
the college Student Bar Association, said that he does not know
how the students will react to
the added features of the new
bookstore such as. offerillg Tshirts and notebooks with the
college logo on the cover. ·
"I don't know how much that
satisfies students," Mahoney
said. "Most students are concerned with prices. I don't need
a lot of the extra stuff over
there. I need books. I go to
Target to buy pens and paper. I
don't need a lot of the William
Mitchell memorabilia they're
offering."
Mills said the biggest complaint students have is that the
books they need are out of stock.
He said that one reason some
books are out of stock is that the
store orders the requested

number of books for a class and
then the class grows.
"A class may have 40 spots in
it at registration and the professor requests that we order 40
books," Mills said. "Then
students go through drop-add
and add that class_ Now there's
45 students and not enough
books. We order more immediately, but the books take
a while to _get there."
The bookstore has computerized its accounting system to keep
up on cw:ren.tinventory. On
page 20 of every-book there is a
computer card that lists the
price and other information of
the book. At the end of every
day, these cards, taken from
sold books, are entered on the
store's computers. That information goes out to the store's
main office in California, Mills
said. The main office then can
see what's been sold and
replacements are immediately

ordered and sent out, he said.
He said the system is efficient
but that sometimes delays still
oe<mr and probably -will not
disaepear altogether.
Mills said the store offers the
students a cha~e to sell- back ·
books to the store. He said this
policy is written into the contract the store has with the
school.
"We will buy back books for
cash," Mills said. "They do not
have to be books used here at
the school and any current edition will be bought back for
cash.''

The return on a sell-back book
ranges from 35 percent as the
high and 15 percent as the bottom return. It depends on the
book's condition, Mills said. The
returned books are either resold
at the school or shipped back to
California for sale in other company bookstores, Mills said.

Search for new dean continues
By Steve Patrow
AlmCISt imm!itliately after tlie
resignation of Geoffrey Peters
as dean of William Mitchlill, a
committee was formed to find a
replacement. The Dean Search
Committee, now well into the
search process, is still carefully
looking for qualified candidates.
Professor David Prince, chairman of th~ cqmmittee, said the
deadlinefor applications for the
position is Oct. 3L The total
number of applfoants is hard to
forecast, he said.

"We've taken out advertisements nationwide for the
position, Prince said. "Ads have
been placed in most of the legal
publications, The Wall Street
Journal, New York Times and
others. We're trying to make the
opportunity for the job as widelyk~own as possible."
Prince said that some of the
advertisements placed are just
now starting to run in the
various periodicals and
newspapers. He said that the
advertisements were not limited
to the more well known or widely read publications.

"Advertisements were also
placed in black community
newspapers, papers in Spanishspeaking areas and other
minority populations. We have
tried to make the position
available to all segments of
society."
Other areas where the search
haS' focused is the other accredited law schools tnrougliout
the country. Prince said letters
were sent to the American
Association of Law Schools accredited law schools and the
American Bar Association accredited law schools asking for
applications and responses.
There have been several applications received by the board.
"We expect that by the Oct. 31
deadline the number of applicants will run between 70 and
75," Prince said. "Of course, we
may receive fewer than that. We
can't tell right now."
The committee is in the process of screening the applications it has already received.
Applications are distributed
among three subcommittees
that put the applications in the

"yes" or "no" pile, Prince said.
All members of the committee
receive copies of every application and resume, however. The
full committee has been through
approximately seven applications and will meet soon to
make determinations on other
recommendations from the
subcommittees.
"Once three or four final candidates are selected from all the
applications, we look at them
more closely," Prince said. "We
contact the references they give
to us; however, we also contact
other people they work with. We
look at the applicant's academic
and work history. We also look
at any publications or other
research articles done by the ap~plicants. We will keep whittling
them down; we aren't waiting
until Oct. 31 before we start culling the numbers down."
Besides looking for the
academic and work credentials
of the final applicants, the committee will look at each applicant's interest in the college,
Prince said. He said the final
three or four selectees will pro-

-

bably come to the college for at
The Search Committee is
least two days.
made up of faculty members,
"By the 31st we'll be able to
students, staff members and
decide on two to four people,"
trustees. These groups represent
Prince said. "Those who really
all the groups of the William
stand out will be- scheduled for
Mi,tchell Community, Prince
personal interviews. They'll be
said. Input from the students is
interested in looking at the colvery important in the whole prolege, too."
·
cess, he said. .
Prince said that the commitAllen Senstad and Nancy
tee hopes to schedule final inter- Wiltgen Reibert represent the
views in late November or in
students on the committee.
December but that scheduling is Their input has produced useful
also subject to times when the
comments for consideration
finalists can make the trip to the regarding the candidates,
college. The committee would
Prince said.
like to make its choice for canJohn Mahoney, president of
didate by the first of the year,
the Student Bar Association,
Prince said, but they "don't
also emphasized the importance
know if the schedule will work
of students taking an active role
out that way."
in considering the qualifications.
There are no frontrunners at
of the candidates.
this time, Prince said. There is
"This is a very important
only one "in house" candidate,
decision, of course," Mahoney
Acting Dean Melvin Goldberg.
said. "The selection will
Goldberg became acting dean
ultimately be the figurehead and
after the resignation of Geoffrey chief administrator of the
Peters last year. He said he has school. That's extremely impor"thrown his hat into the ring"
tant for the present student body
for the position, but did not want
to comment further on the selec- Continued on page 10
tion process.
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Where's the fee simple absolute?
By Steye.:Patrow
There are two categories of
students this year. The ten
dollar student and the six dollar
student The only difference between the two categQries is those
who understood wnat they were
paying for during registra tion
for classes.
Students, a t the time they
register.ed, ha d the op tion of
paying eith~ ten dollars or six
dollars for their Student Bar
Association dues. Some paid the
ten, some paid the~ an_d m ost
don't know wha t they paid.
The problem was most1y
administrative.
Last year the SBA voted to
raise the fee students pay for
their SBA from six to ten
dollars. The raise was definitely
needed. There naa not been a
raise in the fee for several years
while the monies the SBA must
dole out to the ever-increasing
number of student org~nizations
just wasn't enough to satisfy
even basic. group needs. Also,
the William Mitchell SBA .is still
a pretty good deal for the
money._
The-SBA.made the right decision to raise the fee, they j)lst
didn'f adeguately inform the
students of the change.
A referendum of sorts was
supposed to be held so that the
s tudents could vote on whether
or not they wanted the raise in
the fee. That was supposed to
occur last spring,_ It didn't of
course. Tbe.1983-34 SBA was too
interested in finisb1ng up i:ts
year andJeaving its legacy to
the new association to wrestle
with problems. This year's SBA. board made a
good effort to s till put ~ vote
bef-Ore the students a t r egisfra
explained the proposed fee bike
tion for the 1984-Iall semester-. A and that the ten__qollar payment
"$10" mark was made on those
was only voluntary; tha t
·
payment sheets that students
students cStill could pay six
look at '9.?len they write, their
dollars. Students were supposed
checks out for their first tuition
to VQte and nand in these
_ .
installment. But what difference ballots. Out of all the students
does ten more dollars make
who registered, only a-pproxwhen your paying hundreds or
imately 200 ballots were turned
thousands of dollars at one
in. By the way, it takes a maswipe of the pen? Not many
jority of the student body to pass
students paid close attention.
a fee raise, about 550 students.
There were ballots included in
Many students were not instudent registration packets that formed of the voluntary pay-

ment · they just automatically
paid the amount. Some of the
processors at registration did
explain the change to some
students, but most students
generally were left in the dark.
Sinee the fee issue was not
voted on. by-the students the
SBA cannot keep the extra
mmries itreceiv.ed unless the
students wlio pafd the extra Iour
iliillars deci~ to let the money
stay in the hands of the SBA.

jl}ortbtue~t
.Jrid t)nnting (ompahp
(DIVISION OF TYPOGRAPH_IC ARTS, INC.)
3010 North Second Street
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55411
(612) 588-7506

Law Brief Printing _Specialists
APPROVED PRINTERS OF BRIEFS FOR THE UNITED STATES
COURT OF APPEALS. EIGHTH CIRCUIT

I

This leaves the SBA in a tough
-position. n has m,Qney that
doesn ·r really belong to it, but
now i t may have to go through
more administrative confusion
and red tape to return the
money to students who probably
haven't missed it an~y. 1 s
an unfortunate _position fo be in.
The SBA hadcextrememly good
intentions in ra ising the lee, but
good ideas wentawry with bad
planning.

So, if you are a member of the
six dollar student group, r est
easy, you don't have to_pay -anymore and you don't have to
worry about the four bucks you
may -have lost for awbite ln a
non--interest bearlQg acc:ount. If
you are a member of the ten
dollar student group, you can
I!Iobably get your four dollars
back- to apply to your next tuition payment.

SBA notes
By Nancy Wiltgen Reibert
Thee-W illiam Mitchell College
of Law Student Bar Association
was incorporated under the provisions of Chapter 317, Minnesota Statutes (the Minnesota
Non-profit Corporation Act) , in
July, 1977. The purposes of the
SBA include: developing and
furthering scholastic attainment; promoting understanding
among the facaity, s tudents and
alumni ; anl'.I coor dinating or
sponsoring educational; athletic,
and social endeavors of the
members, including the making
of distributions to organizations
that qualify as exempt organizations under Internal Revenue
Code Section 501 (c) (3).
· All persons registered for any
course or courses in this law
school and paying SBA dues arP
members of the SBA. The Board
of Governors, the governing
body of the SBA, is composed of
four elected representatives
from each class, the editor of
the school paper (nonvoting
member), and the ABA Law
Student Division representative.
The latter two persons are also
elected annually by-the student
body to present their r easons for
requesting funds, to-answer
questions, and to present a plan
of affirmative measures, sucn
as writing ~ article for a s tudent pubncation. Generally,
each student organization
presents its overall budget request to the SBA in the fall, and

separate distributions are made
as needed throughout the school
year.
The SBA currently operates
the woo service through an
agreement with Gia Commo
food deli and the vending
machines through a lease agreement with a subcontractor. The
SBA has expended and continues
to expend time and funds for
furniture, plants, blinds, and
equipment in the student lounge,
the library signs, the library
typewriters and lockers. It
operates the Used Book Exchange and provides such ser·
vices as the parking lottery,
locker rental, and the lounge
telephone. The student directory, available in October, is
provided by the SBA.

NEXT
DEADLINE
OCT. 31
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Suggested alternatives to studying
A. Cruising the Strip. Many a
William Mitchell student has excused himself from his desk in
written to expose the William
the library in order to cruise the
Mitchell student to the plethora
strip of hallway between the job
of study alternatives which are
board and the grade board; the
<;ucrentlyavailable and ripe for
route favored by all is via the
the Jµ£king. Over time, this
lounge. The apparent purpose is
author has observed the great
noble - to see if that torts grade
psyeluilogical metam-orph~
is high enough to land you a
which the fres!iman 1m.de.rgoes
prestigious job. The latent hope,
while journeying down the
however,
is to see someone that
primrose path toward
you know in the lounge so that
seniorhood. The freshman enters
you may stop and socialize. Isn't
his first year with a vigor for
it funny how that five minute
studying, yet after he logs a few
cruise took nearly an hour?
miles on his scholastic odometer
B. Visiting the Local Bistro.
he begins to search for stucfy
No more needs to be said,
altemamres. In the classic rase
"C'mon, we've studied enough.
the student engages in hefty '
Let's go to Sweeney's!"
amount of rationalization in
III. Save it for Later
order to justify his academic
Many a student simply can't
neglect.
reconcile the guilt associated
Definitions: The Dictionary of
with not studying; therefore,
Legalese and Rubric defines a
these people still study but they
study alternative as any device,
put it off until later so that they
means or teehnique the use of
may do something else right
which permits a student to
now.
engage in activities other than
A. Save it for Sunday Night. In
studying.
this instance, the student knows
I. Playing t.be Odds
that he should study either FriA: Playing the Odds - Short
day night or sometime SaturTerm. Before any l?tudent will
day, but "why should I blow my
abandon his homework in favor
whole weekend studying? There
of a study alternative, lie .firi;t
will always be enough time Sunanalyzes tqe. cost of his decision. day night." But will there be?
The bottom line cost is thal he
B. Late Night Law. This
won't know the material;
phenomenon is particularly
however, the cost can be weighacute among day students who
ed ag~t the odds.
carry a heavy courseload. The
'l'ypically the student plays
rationale is "I'm too tired to
the statistical odds that in a
study tonight; I'll relax in front
class of 75 students, he won't be
of the TV and then get up really,
the one to get called on or that
really early tomorrow morning
the case he didn't read won't be
to study." Wake up dreamer,
covered in class.
it's almost 12:20!
B. Playing the Odds - Long
C. Pseudo Study. One who
Term. This is simply a derivaengages in pseudo study is action of playing the odds'·short
tually acting in contradition to
term except the stakes are
the theory that law students will
higher - ''Will this week's
naturally postpone studying.
assipent be on the~? ,''
Pseudo study appears in the stu"Do the canned priefs -cover that dent who actually believes his
case?"
classmate who boasts that he
II. Looking out for Number One, studied 37 hours over the
Ensuring One's Wellweekend. In order to be comRoundedness
petitive, the student tries to
Frequently stuElents will
match this feat. Usually, the stujustify not studying by a~erting dent gets so bleary-eyed that he
that they want to ·be--well round- learns nothing - hence the term
ed peeple, not bookworms. This
"pseudo study."
rationalization man.if.es.ts jtseli
in the following two ways:
By Paul Baillon
Author's Note: This nutshell was

a

One of these students has not discovered the secrets of alternatives to
studying.

Students study civil rights

A new design for a new clinic
By Raymond Wood
A new clinic added to the
William Mitchell curriculum this
year will give students experience in civil rights processes
and issues. The Civil Rights
Clinic offers "on hand" experience and two or four
academic credits to the student.

"This class is designed to be
unlike any other class in law
school," said LaJun~ Lang_e, adjunct professor. "This class isdesigned to educate students
about civil rights as well as
place them on the cutting edge
of civil rights activities 'in the
local community."
The general objective of the
Civil Rights Clinic is to teach
the student to explore the issues,
procedW"~ and remedies in civil
rights enforcem ent. One objective qf the course is to give
students a historical overview of
civil rights. This historical overview includes a review of the
basic amendments that granted
civil rights, a review of constitutional law, a review of equal
protection and due process
analysis as well as a review of
historical landmark cases such
as "Plessey v. Ferguson" and
"Brown v. Board of Education."

The clinic's most important
objective is establishing active
participation by the student.
Students are able to work as interns with the Minneapolis Civil
Rights Commission, attend Minneapolis City Council meetings
and other government meetings
on civil rights enforcement; the
clinic also allows the student to
appear in court with the Minneapolis City Attorney in civil
rights litigation.
Another objective of the clinic
is a review of the available civil
rights remedies. Students will
review available civil rights
remedies under Minnesota
Statutes and the Minneapolis
Civil Rights Ordinances.
For instance, one student in
the clinic, Roxanne Heinrich
said she is examining rules of
discovery under the Minneapolis
Civil Rights ordinances and she
said she will make recommenoations for ebanges in the rules
to the city a ttorney. Heinrich
said she will also appear in
court with the Minneapolis City
Attorney in civil rights litigation
as well as assist the city attemey in conducting training in
enforcing civil righfii laws and
recognizing forms. of discrimination for the Civil Rights Gommission and the public.

Two other students, Elliott
Kintsch and Lynn Haglund, said
they will be reviewing the pornography ordinance debate.
They said they wi!Linterview
~
lis City Counci1womanKathy O'Brien who opposed the
pornography ordinance, City
Councilwoman Charlie Hoyt who
sponsored the ordinance as well
as Mayor Don Fraser about his
veto of the ordinance and his
future plans for and attitudes
toward the pornography
ordinance.
Kathy Strunk, another student
enrolled in the clinic, said she is
working with civil rights attorneys and the Human Rights
Committee of the State Bar
Association to develop state affirmative action policies and
procedures for handling sexual
harassment complaints for attorneys and law firms within the
state.
' Stu~ents ~etually wock. with
those ind.iviauals who make the
laws and create the issues in
civil rights," Lange said.
"students are exposed to the
public ~ed<>r and to the eiYil
rights legal practi~ that cpuld

generally a student would not
otherwise get a chance to meet
them."
Students enrolled in the clinic
will receive a pass/lail grade.
They are required to k~p a · ·
weekly journal of all of their activities and to share clinic experiences with the class.
Students also can earn two or
four credits. They can earn two
credits for 100 hours of clincial
field work or four credits for 200
hours of clinical field work.
The clinic has four students
but Lange is optimistic that
more students are interested in
civil rights and will enroll.
"I hope as more students
learn about the clinic more will
enroll," Lange said. "As more
students enroll, the clinic will
expand so that students will be
able to work in the civil rights
area with the city of St. Paul
and the State of Minnesota.
'"'ItJs somethingthal all
~tud,nts should -consider,"
Lang~ sai'd. ''Lawyeq; make a
eommibhent to do more than
make money. Lawyer,s committed to e{lucation and SQcia]
justice are-more effective in
recognizing the issues."
lead oo future employment
Student's m ~ed in enrollbecause the s tudents get the opePQrtuniJ:y to m eet ~d work with ing in the clfuic can contact Propracticing civilrights attorne% fessor Haydock a l the Law
Clinic.
who typically do not interview
students for employment and

Mortgages
or beer?
By Shelley Jensen
There is little doubt that Professor Roland Amundson knows
his way around m011tg;,\ge law he can explain those redemption
statutes like they were nothing
to worry about on exams.
Students might get the impression Amundson lives and
breathes real estate transfers.
Not true. Amundson also
represents a beer trade association and has, at least on one occasion, appeared on local television news as a "beer industry
spokesman."
His interest in beer has also
placed him in a beer commercial. No, he doesn't plug Lite
Beer by eur:sing at Rodney
Dang~eld or trying to crush
aluminum cans in: answer to
veiled threats by former profootball defensive tackles. Actually he was inadvertantl_y
ca1:1ght by a camera 1!:lns that
was used to film the opening of
the Stroh's Brewery in St. Paul.
Amundson said he didn't get
to speak in the commercial and
that he did not even get paid for
it. He said it was fun, however,
and all he had to do was drink
beer - he said he is "good at
that."
Continued on page 10
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Mitchell students sweat
through hot, humid fall classes

Opinion artist Tim Helgesen's view of early fall classes

Prejudgment interest law
The Minnesota
Legislature recently passed a prejudgment interest
bill. Statute 549.09 was
amended to allow interest
on all verdicts or
judgments for pecuniary
damages. This interest
would start to accrue
from the commencement
of the action, the service
of the summons and complaint, and end at the.
time of the verdict. The
statute became effective
on July 1, 1984.
Before that date, prejudgment interest was not
available in personal injury or wrongful death
actions. The general rule
that prevailed during this
time allowed prejudgment interest only when
damages were liquidated
or when a claim was
ascertainable by computation and reference to
an ascertainable standard
such as a market value.
Plaintiffs, before the
new rule, received less
than fair compensation in'
actions for wrongful
death and personal injury, whether they settled

NOW YOU CAN AFFORD
BIG FIRM BENEfflS

WHEN~ U'RE
OUT ON YOUR OWN.

Attorneys' Office Space Across from the Hennepin County
Government Center.- Full Support Staff. Library. Conference Rooms.
Word Processing and More. All Without Any Capital In~estment.
Practice Law
~ot Office Administration
Simply move in and start practicing law. All of
the administrative details that use up billable
time will be handled by our professional service
staff.

It's All Hight Here
Your clients are greeted by a fulltime receptionist and your phone
answered by a trained operator.
In addition, secretarial, typing,
word processing, law clerks,
messengers, and paralegal
services are available. In short,
we make sure you have the tools
needed to succeed, while you
only pay for what you use. Plus,
you'll benefit from interaction
with 50 other legal professionals.

Law Oftlce Management
- Corporation Offen:
• An ideal location.

I Sophisticated reception and conference
facilities.
• Highly skilled professional
staff.
• Word processing.
• Computer access for billing
and accounting.
a Complete support services.
• Law Library.

Part Time Offices, too
There are special rental options
and support services available for
. out-of-town attorneys and for
those who need a part time
office, as well. Make our fullservice facility your office.

NOW OPEN. CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT

LawOfficeManagement C-orporation
Fifth Floor, 701 Fourth Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415
Phone: 612/338-1979

their cases or prevailed
at trial. The effect of this
was to allow the insurance carrier the free
use of the plaintiff's funds
up to the point of settlement or trial.
Because of these
economic advantages, insurance cQmpanies
became reluctant to settle
cases. This fact, plus the
reality of rising interest
rates, made the long intervals of case procedure
costly in terms of lost
interest.
Many other states have
passed prejudgment interest legislation. Studies
done by the Minnesota
Trial Lawyers Association concerning other
states' statutes show
several positive results
from the implementation
of these laws.
First, prejudgment interest has encouraged
quicker settlements. Second, the increase in settlements has decreased
the court's backlog.
Third, insurance companies' arguments that
the cases will be delayed
by plaintiffs in order to
obtain more interest are
simply not supported by
actual statistical
evidence.
Interest calculations
under the new rule are
determined by statute. Interest is calculated as
simple interest for the en.:.
tire year. The rate of interest is based on the
·~secondary market yield
o.f one year U.S. Treasury
Bills, calculated OD a
bank discount basis."
The state court administrator determines
the rate from the secondary market yield o:r:i one
year treasury bills for the
most recent calendar
month after December 20
of that year.
Many exclusions are
present in the bill, including those awards or
judgments made in
worker's compensation
cases, dissolution,
damages noncompensatory in nature, and
others. The int~~est, cost,
disbursements and attorney fees requested, but
seldom awarded, are also
excluded from prejudgment interest.
If the parties try to settle a case, in~rest may
still be calculated. If the
parties make counter settlement offers, the case
proceeds to trial and one
party prevails, the losing
party's settlement offer,
if it is closer to the verdict or judgment, is used
as the base of computation. The interest runs
from the commencement
of the action to the date of
that offer and is computed on the lesser of the
verdict or that offer.
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New, visiting faculty at Mitchell
By Becky Haggerty
William Mitchell will have two
new full-time faculty and three
new visiting professors for the
1984-85 academic year. The new
full-time faculty members are ·
Carter Bishop, a former partner
in the St. Paul law firm of
Doherty, Rwnble and Butler and
Eric Janus, formerly Managing
Attorney for the Legal Aid
Society of Minneapolis.

Lyman Johnson, an attorney
with the Minneapolis/St. Paul
law firm of Stacker and Ravich,
is a visiting professor for the entire year. William Binchy,
Research Counsellor to the Irish
Law Reform Committee and
Lecturer in Law, Kings Inn,
Dublin, is a visiting professor
for the fall semester, and Stuart
Madden; a partner in the
Washing~on, D.C. law firm of
Santarelli and Bond, is a visiting
professor for the spring
semester.
Bishop, directof of tne college's new LL.M. program in
taxation (a post Juris Doctor

degree), said he feels that a
LL.M. program allows an attorney to gain a higher level of
sophistication in a specialized
area. With the special complications and financial ramifications
of tax law, advanced study is extremely important in successful
client representation, he said.
Bishop graduated from Ball
State University and his M.B.A.
from Drake University
Graduate School of Business.
Two years later he received his
Juris Doctor, with honors, from
Drake University School of Law,
and, in 1977, received his LL.M.
(Taxation) from the New York
University School of Law. He
has been employed by the Internal Revenue Service as a Law
Clerk to Judge Darrel D. Wiles
in United States Tax Court and
as a partner with Doherty, Rumble and Butler.
Bishop said he enjoys being in
an academic environment and
having time to research interesting ~reas of the law.

"Students have an excellent
opportunity while in school to
research at will, a luxury which
the practicing attorney does not
have," Bishop said.
Eric Janus, a new faculty
member teaching clinic and
civil procedure courses, came to
William Mitchell after working
for the Legal Aid Society of Minneapolis for eleven years, the
last three as Managing Attorney. After graduating Magna
Cum Laude from Carlton College, Janus spent two years in
the Peace Corps in Turkey. He
said he felt a lawyer could have
a more direct affect in helping
others. Janus has done work
with clients who have special
needs including the homeless,
and the mentally disabled. He
said he enjoys using his lawyering ability to help others.
Janus said he-sees clinical ex
perience a valuable step in the
transition from law student to
practicing attorney; the
students function as practicing

0

attorneys, but have the close
supervision and opportunity for
careful reflection characteristic
of an academic setting. This is
important in honing the skills
necessary and learning the use of critical observation of self
and others in order to be a better attorney for yourself and
clients, Janus saicJ.
Lyman Johnson, a visiting
professor for one year, is
another Magna Cum Laude
Carlson graduate. Johnson attended the University of Minnesota where he graduated
Magna Cum Laude in 1973. He is
teaching classes in Business
Organization, -Corporate Finance
and Real Estate Syndications
(spring).
Johnson said he sees an enthusiasm and interest in learning within the Mitchell students.
He sajd he feels that as a practicing attorney (he will return to
Stacker and Ravich next year)
he can present to his students a
valuable viewpoint with the
reality of practical application.

Johnson s·aid he is enjoying the
change of pace from a law firm
to an academic. setting. The
time l!> research thought-provoking areas of the law is _an
o_ppo~ t y rarely found in the
business of lawyeriµg, he said.
Professor Bincby, a visiting
professor fall .semester, has
tauglit in law schools in Ireland,
Scotland, Canada and the U.S.
(1978 at John Marshall Law
School, Chicago). He has four
academic degrees; three of
which are law degrees, all with
hono:cs. He has represented
Ireland at the Hague Convention
on Private International Law, to
the World Conference on the International Society on Family
Law in Berlin, Montreal and Uppsala and was the Irish
representative to the Eleventh
Colloquy 0£ the Council of
" E ~ at Messina. Binchy has .
writreo ex_tensiveiy and is most
interested in the ar~s of fainily
law, torts and jurisprudence.
Binchy is teaching Torts I, Comparative Tort Law and
Jurisprudence.

Burke .dons
bJack robes
By Chas Kallemeyn
Most of us have, at one time of
another, entertained thoughts of
being a judge. However, the
realization of these thoughts is
usually in tlie distant future. For
Hennepin County Court Judge
Kevin Burke, the reality came
considerably sooner than for
most. Last July 26, jusLlO years
after his graduation from the
University of Minnesota law
school, Burke assumed his role
on the bench.
Judge Burke made good use of
the 10 years prior to his appointment. In those years, h~ has
been a13¢nnepin county p ublic·
defender, a partner in two Minneapolis criminal defense law
firms, as well as a faculty
member here at William Mitchell (presently, he serves as an
agjunct in trial-advocacy) and a
legal writing instructor at the
University of Minnesota. This
background in litigation has
given Judge Burke some insightful perceptions into the
dispensing of justice.
"Some Judges try to force
guilty pleas or settlements to
move things along,'' Burke said.
"I don't try to do that. If a settlement can't be reached, that's
what I'm here for; to hear
cases.
"I enjoy hearing cases. I'm
used to being an advocate. Now,
I can hear a case and say 'that's
interesting,' instead of arguing
one side."
Judge Burke's views on
sentencing evidence a
philosophy of trying to achieve
justice across the socioeconomic spectrum of defendants that come before him:
"It makes no sense to give someone with an income of $7,000
per month a $700 fine," Burke
said. "A more effective sentence
would be 20 hours of community
service work. The money
doesn't mean anything to -someone with so much. But 20
hours of work can have a great
punitive effect."
Burke has a similarly
equitable policy for setting bail.
"Some judges set maximum
bail for everyone, and let the
bail bondsman decide who gets
out ' 1 Burke said "I don't think
that's fair. I think that decision
should be the judge's. So I don't
give everyone maximum bail if
I don't think it's warranted."
Burke's attitude toward cases
is one which is oriented towards
providing justice for the individuals involved in the case.
This approach may take more
time, but as Burke said, "justice
and efficiency are not always
aligned.''

Save mon•y and receive
contilluous support from
Joseph~on CE_
S IBAC, America's
finest- academic, team
Since most of you will eventually take a bar review course. it makes sense to enroll now
in BRC, the nation's fastest growing bar r_eview course and re~eive early benefits. You pay
only a $50 down payment, and receive the following:
•

•
•
•

· BRC OUTLINES THROUGHOUT LAW
SCHOOL

Pre-enrollment in BRC entitles you to
BRC Law Summaries, the finest bar
review materials available, for use
during law school. These Law '
Summaries are replaced with a new.
revised set when you begin actual bar
- preparation in our-course.
JOSEPHSON ISSUE GRAPHS (JIGS)

Special visual study aids'- very
popular!
GUARANTEED COURSE PRICE

•

•

BIG DISCOUNTS ON CES MATERIALS

First and second year enrollees will be
entitled to at least a 10% discount on all
CES legal study aids. including the Sur,n
& Substance of Law books and lecture)
cassette tapes, written and delivered by
some of the nation's most outstanding
law professors (many author the major
required law school texts).
EXAM WRITING LECTURE CASSETTE

First year enrollees receive valuable
"How to Write Law School Exams"
lecture by Professor Michael Josephson
(Standard C-90 audiocassette)

Stop inflation! By enrolling now, you
assure yourself of your bar review
course at existing prices.

JOSEPHSON EDUCATIONAL CENTER:
Center for Creative Educational Services
Bar Review Center of America, Inc.

Professor Michael Josephson, Director and Founder
National Headquarters; 10101 W. Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230, 213/558-3100

BRC of Minnesota: 1821 Unniversity Ave., Suite 137, St. Paul, MN, 55104, (612)644-6070
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The 1984-85 Student Bar
Association representatives
inclu~e from left to right:
Todd Paulson, Mark Bliven,
Tim Hardy, Jorun Groe, Nancy Wiltgen Reibert, Julie
Wrase, John Mahoney, Jan
Plummer, Mary Holmlund,
Vicki Oace (who was replaced by Clark Griffith), and
Tom Kaut.

Dean Search Committee
Continued from page 5

and the·students who will have
to deal with the candidate as
dean in the future."
One of the opportunities
students have to participate in
the process is that they can
review each candidate's application file. Prince said that the
files are open to interested
students or other members of
the college community. Prince
said that anyone interested in
reviewing the files should contact him.
·
·
"The files are open for review
as long as the applicant hasn't
requested that they be closed for
confidentiality," Prince said.
"We want to make sure
everyone is fully informed about
the applicants."
Once the Cq.ndidates are
selected and the interviews are
set up, the committee will set up
candidate meetings with the
students in general. Students
will be able to ask the caqdida tes questions and should
have an impact on what candidate is chosen.
"There shouldn't be much of a
problem in ~etting the can-

didates to the students," Prince
said. "I'd be unhappy with the
candidate who did not express
an interest in meeting with the
students while visiting the
college."
Once the candidate interviews
have been completed, the committee will make a recommendation to the Board of Trustees.
The ultimate decision is made
by the board on which candidate
is selected. Prince said he expects the trustees to follow the
recommendation of the
committee.
"I believe that whatever the
committee recommends, the
board will accept," Prince said.
"It is possible that the recommendation might not ·be accepted and the board may
choose a different candidate.
"It's also a possibility that
we'll (the committee) decide
that at the end of the process
there's nobody in the group who
meets the qualifications or expectations of the college. 'Then
we might be in a.situation where
we'll have to reopen the process
for more applications."

WIUR.
A beautiful body is worth sweating for and
that's just what you'll do at the new T.C.
Sweatshop on Grand Avenue 'in St. Paul. Our
new studio will have its .Grand Opening during
the first week-of October and you're invited.
Come on in and trythe toqghestworkout
in the capital cify. We know: we're not the
only workout studio in town, but we're the
only one that really lives up to Its name:
IC. Sweatshop. Call for details. 227-3285,

Amundson
Continued from page 7
Amundson has not seen the
commercial, but he has noticed
its effects. He said people have
come up to him and asked him
about the commercial.
Amundson said that his commercial debut was also an end
to his association with beer promotions on celluloid. He said he
still finds law students to be the
most interesting people, and
that teaching at the college is

more fun than commercial
success.
Yet, commercial success may
make law .w~or,s as valuable
in beer commercials as are
former pro athletes. Perhaps a
beer commercial would have. a
professor, with a can of beer in
his or her hand saying, 'After a
hard day of tcy;ing to wake up
students in the back r-OW o[ the
clas,sroom, I like to settle down
with a can of... ".

~·

The only workout studio that lives up to its name. 1620 Harmon Pl., Mpls. 375-9510.
867 Grand Ave., Victoria Crossing West, St. Paul. 227-3285
·

-LOGAN & STYRBICKI
Video - Depositions • Certified Court Reporters • Computer Transcripts
Vern J. Logan
Leo J. Styrbicki
John E. Styrbicki
Teresa M. Schafer

Bernard A. Lilja
Gerald D. Schissler
Glenn J. Mare·s
William D. Devahl

PatriciaK. Carl
Robert W. Walsh
John A. Dunton
Denae L. Hovland

Julie Durant
Christine E. Melzarek
Brian H. Mattice
Paula Berg

(Deposition Rooms Available in St. Paul and Minneapolis),
\

W-1488'First National Bank Bldg.

(812)291-1095
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Rule
Continued from page I
made and only discipline and
education should be used to
minimize mistakes. It is foolish
to benefit the injurea party in
the form of freedom from
criminal conviction when guilt is
certain. l:t is society as a whole
that loses out when criminals
are not punished. Critics say
that social science data has not
proven that the exclusionary
rule does or does not deter
police misconduct. The exclusionary rule is said to "hand- _
cuff" the police.
The crime control model
postulates that when an illegal
searcfi bas t:ak.e.i::L place a tort
action for damages should be used in civil court. Mone_y
dam.ages should compensate for
Jeses fncurr-ed as a·result of illegal searches. The crime control model allows physical
evid~ce to be usecJ, r-egatdless
of how it is obtained.
Other critics believe that the
exclusionary rule should be implemented in non-serious
crimes. The serious crimes like

murder, armed..robbery, kt1lnapping, treason and espionage, the
exclusionary rule should be
suspended because of the needs
of public protection outweigh the
dictates of the Fourth
Amendment.
A long time critic of the exclusionary rule, Chief Justice Warren Burger, while on the District
of Columbia Circuit Court in
1964, wrote in the American
University Law Review, ''I suggest that the notion that suppression of evidence in a given
~ase effectually ®ters the
future aetions of thel)articular
@Olicem.an. or of policemen
g~erallywas never more than
wishful thinking on the part of
the Courts."
Burger's views on the
criminal justice system was a
factor that l~d to his ~ppointment to the Supreme~ by
Ricllar:d Nixon.. With the help of
the Re.agan-appointed Sandra
Day O'Connor, the present
Supreme Court has made some
changes in the exclusionary
rule.
The Fourth Ameridment
scholar J. Lanifynski has said
that the Fourth Amendment has

been "both the virtue of brevity
and the vice of .ambigµity."
C. Paul Jones said he
<didn't think that there is any · .
problem as.hµ- as the claril;y
and application involved. Some
members of the courts find it incomprehensible." When asked if
ther-e would be any 1urtlier
changes in th& exclusionary
rule he said tha.t " "t s hard to
tell, possibly (it will) extend to
warrantless searches."
Larson said, "This is not a
broad good faith extension to the
exclusionary rule. The rationale
in "1:,eon" is that when_ a
magis~rate makes a mistake
there IS no deterrent effect on
the police. This rationale does
not lead to an extension of the
exclusionary rule."
Erlinder said, "If the exclusiqoary rule is e.>..epand®, the
ability for the citizens to enforce
their Fourth Amenament rights
will be severly diminish~ and
police will be encouraged to pay
little attention t-0 the
·
Constitution."
Erlinder cited the 1914 case
of Weeks v. U.S. which
established the exclusionary

rule in the federal courts and
said, "the primary intention was
not to deter police misconduct
but to protect the integrity of the
courts. The theory was that it
reduced the integrity of the
courts for the police to break the
law to enforce the law."
The Weeks opinion used a
quote from Justice Brandeis'
ai.ssooting opinion in Olmstead
v. U.S., where Brandeis said,
"Our government is the potent,
the omnipotent teacher. For
good or for ill, it teaches the
whole people by its example. If
the government becomes a law
breaker, it breeds contempt for
the law; it invites every man to
become a law unto himself; it
invites anarchy."
Eiili.nder- said, "There is a
perception that the police are
always right. Virtually all the
cases that reach the Supreme
Court dealing with the Fourth
Amendment deal with people
that have done criminal wrongs.
What about those people whose
houses are ransacked and the
police find nothing?"
Those interviewed have been
skeptical about the remedy of
civil suits when illegal searches

have occurred. When asked
about suing for civil damages,
Jones said, "In practice th.al is
not an effective remedy;''
Larson said, "The exclusionary rule has proven to be
the best fQr a deterrent effect."
Erlinder said, "Those that sue
for civil damages are assertive,
wealth~ a11:d de_te~mined."

Mahoney
Continued from page 2
Q: Has the SBA grown beyond its
capacities?
·
A: No. It can only be as big as its
members and what the members
are willing to put into it. Students
decide what is needed in this
school and the SBA reacts to the
needs and grows with those
needs.
Q: Is there a problem with student apathy in th~ school?
A: I think that in general there is
apathy. That might be Wll'ealislic
onmypart. I.may bavelligb expectations. You must aonsiiler
uur student body - people work
all day and come_ to school al
night. They .are int.erested in_ge;Lting the knowledge from the
classes that they can and fhen going away. Aoythmg·extra on their
efforts toward the school is icing
on
cake.
Q: How can the students effectively use the SBA?
A: One thing is that we are not
all-knowing and all-seeing.
Students .have got to come to me
or other SBA board members
and tell _what the problem or
suggestions are. They have to
let us know so we can try to do
something.
Q: What is. the reason behind
raising the student SBA fees from
six dollars to ten dollars?
A: The SBA has had a six dollar
fee for at least the last five to six
years. In that time the services
we provide and the organizations
we fund have increased
dramatically. Also, we were faced last year with some heavy accounting problems because of our
tax status. The IRS decided we
were no a nmrprofit organization
.in regards to the ~ bookstore,
now - the used book exchange,
wanted to audit us. We were
afraid we would have to pay more
taxes, so in the last year budget
we had to budget a lot of money
for accounting fees:
What the new fee will do will
give the student better student
organizations. We will be able to
subsidize these groups more effectively so they can put some of
their great ideas into action.
Q: Are we now on the ten dollar
or the six dollar system?
A: Well, that is a problem. We're
still considering what the results
of the election are. It is my
understanding right now that not
even a majority of the students
voted let alone that a majority
voted for the raise. As it stands
right now, the fee is six dollars.
Those people who paid ten
dollars... well, we fumbled the
ball. We could give them back
four dollars if they want it. They
should go to their SBA representative if they want it back.
Q: What's the video arcade
proposal?
A: There have been rumblings
that it would be nice to have a
money-maker like video games
for the SBA. It has the potential of
raising a lot of money. '.1,'he. problem is, where the hell are you
going to put them? They're unattractive, they're a a nuisance,
they're a little undignified for a
law school. The only place the administration could see putting
them is the lounge, and that's the
first place visitors come through
the school.
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So, I envision seeing these
things going into the used
bookstore. There will probably be
room since the new bookstore will
be taking away some of the used
bookstore business and we'll be
moving out some shelves. Then
the games will be out of the way
and won't bother anyone. It's still
tacky but its not in front where
everyone is going to see it.

I.AST
r,MORE
STUDENTS THAN EV~ER
-BEFORE CHOSE·MINNESOTA
BAR REVIEWBRI, INC.
And for good reasons . ..

9. Tuition Freeze - A $50.00 course .
deposit freezes your tuition at the
current level, regardless of when you
plan on taking the MBR/BRI course.
The deposit also entitles you to the use
of a set of MBR/BRI outlines, which can
then be traded in for the most current
set ,when you take the review course.

1. Outstanding Lecturers - Our
faculty is made up of bar review
experts and includes some of the top
.law professors in the country, such as
John 1vloye, David Epstein. and
John Nowak.

2. Comprehensive Outlines - Every
area tested on the bar exam is covered
completely' in a concise and
understandable format.

10. Selected Law Lectures -:Throughout the year, MBR/BRI offers
videotaped presentations to help you
prepare for final exams. Admission is
free to all. MBR/BRI students.

3. Directed Testing Program - Our
multistate and essay testing program
includes weekly practice sessions and
simulated multistate and essay
examinations. The essay exams are
graded and extensively critiqued for
both substance and style.

11. $25.00 Discount on the

Professional Re~portsibility Review
Course - All MBR/BRI students
receive a $25.00 rustount when signing
up for our Professional Responsibility
Review Course.
12. Early Registration Discount - Discounts are available for both winter
and summer 1985 courses. Sign up
now and save $50.00 off the regular
course tuition!

4. Mini-Review Program - The three
day Mini-Review program is held at
the end of the regular course. It
includes capsulized multistate outlines
and additional lectures on each
multistate subject for last minute
reinforcement.
5. Writing Seminars - Our Writing
Program focuses on issue spotting and
exam taking techniques and includes
the opportunity for personal
interviews with the graders.

6. Day or Evening Classes - During
our summer course you have the
option of attending live evening or
videotaped morning lectures,
whichever you find most convenient.

7. Excellent Facilities and Convenient
Location ~ The· 1985 MBR/BRI
course will again be held at the
.
College of St. Thomas, O'Shaughnessy
Educational ·center, the same location.
we have had for the past 10 years.

8. Early B_ird Program - Audiotape
lectures on all areas tested on the bar
exam will be available before the
course begins in the College of St.
Thomas Learning Center.

13. Minneapolis Based Office_:__ Our
l\1inneapolis headquarters is open every
business day to serve you. With MBR/BRI,
you will get answers, not recordings.

Now you know why, year after
year, Minnesota Bar Review /BRI,
Inc. is the number one choice for
bar exam preparation.

For more information, contact the following
campus representatives or call our office at 338-1977.
WILLIAM MITCHELL Sherry Enzler
Lea DeSouza
Sue Smoley
Greg Yaeger
Jane Joseph
Linda Bogut
Stephanie Susens
Caryn Brenner
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Bar Review/BAI, Inc.
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